Jeremi Guditis

Eighteen years ago I started my career in the trucking industry as an Assembly Specialist in the
Peterbilt Denton Plant. I worked in the plant for fourteen years and had the benefit working my way
through the plant in various jobs such as trimming sleepers, painting chassis/trucks, running paint robots
and quality assurance before stepping into management. While in management I got to manage teams in
Cab Trim, Quality Assurance, Paint and Continuous Improvement before heading over to the Division side
of the business. I started my job in the Used Truck side of the business a little over two years ago and have
hit the ground running ever since then. I enjoy taking my experience from the plant and seeing it pay off
on the Used side of the business. It is not too often that you can have a job where you get to see the start
of the business and then see it all the way through to the secondary market. I have enjoyed my time on
the Used Truck side of things and hope to stay in this role for a long time. My time in the UTA has vinven
me the opportunity to meet some great people as well as the opportunity to learn from the wealth of
knowledge that the members have. I think there are a lot of things that we are doing right but as always
there are always room for improvement and I hope to continue those efforts and help to drive some
change and improvements.
As far as my life outside of work and the UTA my family keeps me busy. I have been married for
almost 14 years (I remember our anniversary more than my wife) to the lovely AnnByron Guditis. Yes, her
first name is AnnByron, not Ann, but she also goes by AB. We have three amazing kids (20, 12 & 10) that
we invest a lot of time into and pray and hope that we are raising them right. AnnByron and myself like
to think of ourselves as Glam Hippies(her more than me) as we are into the organic and holistic side of
things and definitely dabble in the wine tasting side of things. We are not sommeliers but we can definitely
send you in the right direction when it comes to red wines. As far as hobbies, we really do not have one
that leads the way but like most, we enjoy anything that gives our family a new experience or lasting
memories.

